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It looks as if I won't be able to make meetings this semester either. I am in class MW 9-10, 12:40-1:55, 3:40-4:55 and F 9-10. I am off-campus on R and flexible on T.

Denise

On Thu, 15 Jan 1998, Carla Lawrence wrote:

> Per Dr. Roberto Benson
> >
> > Tentative Meeting Dates for 1998
> >
> > January 28th
> > February 25th
> > March 18th
> > April 29th
> >
> > Note* ALL MEETINGS START AT 1:00pm
> > LOCATION: DRES 1818 White Avenue
> >
> > Any conflict with these dates please let us know
> >
> >
> > Carla Lawrence (lawrence@utkux1.utk.edu)
> > Word Processing Specialist
> > Materials Science & Engineering
> > 434 Dougherty Engineering Building
> > Tel. No. (615) 974-5335
> >
> >
> >
> >*******************************************************
> * D. F. Jackson
> * Associate Professor
> * Department of Industrial Engineering
> 
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